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SOXifE NUMERICAL LINK INVARIANTS 
51. INTRODUCTION 
CONSIDER a link _Y. i.e. a topological embedding Y : U:=, Si’ --f S3. In this paper Lye 
shall gi\,e some numerical invariants of the isotopy class of Y. These invariants enable LLS to 
distinguish between some links for which Milnor’s p-invariants [6, p. 2921 all coincide. We 
shall actually prove OLIN results with S 3 replaced by a compact oriented 3-manifold with the 
modp homology of S3. If isotopy is replaced by F-isotopy [3; p. 6461, then stronger invari- 
ants may be defined. 
All links and knots in this paper are oriented. 
The invariants of this paper are related, by suitable specialization, to those of Hacon 
[2, p. 61 and of the author [5]. 
The author would like to thank the referee for his many helpful suggestions. 
$2. ISOTOPY WVARIANTS 
If _Y is a tame link, let L, be the image of S,’ under _!Y. For any positive integer p, we 
may form the p-fold branched cyclic covering C of S 3, branched over L,. See [l, p. 1441. 
Each of the other components P’“i : S,’ -+ S3 will have p different liftings {(Ypi: .j)}, 
0 I j < p, to C, provided that the linking number of Pi with PI is divisible by p. In 1, 
provided that linking numbers can be defined, the {(_Yi; j)} will have linking numbers 
with each other. These linking numbers form our first set of invariants. Choosing one. 
(-Yei; 0), of the {(Pi: j)j we may, under appropriate conditions, form a cyclic branched 
covering of 2, branched over (Li; 0), take the liftings of the other ((..Yi: j)} and again 
compute linking numbers. These linking numbers form our second set of invariants. This 
process may be continued. In order to achieve some simplicity \ve shall not consider covers 
branched over more than one component of the link. 
In this section we wish to establish the existence and isotopy invariance of the above 
linking numbers whenp is a prime, we take onlyp-fold coverings and we compute the linking 
numbers modulo p. Following Seifert [8], we show that coverings obtained in this way have 
the mod p homology of a 3-sphere. We handle wild finks by approximations. 
7 Research partially sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. Office of Aerospace 
Research under Contract No. F44620-67-C-0029. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let S be an oricntcd, triangdated compact 3-manifoki sttch tlrntH,(S; Z,) 2 
H,(S 3 ; Z,) for a giten prime p, Let X be a polygonal knot in S and let X be the p-fold branched 
cyclic corering of S, branched owr K. the image of X. Then H,(S; Z,) z H,(S 3 : Z,). 
Proof. By the universal coefficient theorem, H,(S; Z) has only torsion elements of 
orders relatively prime top. Thus there is a least integer s > 0, with s and p relatively prime, 
such that s.l is homologous to 0. There is a simplicial map ,J from a compact oriented 
2-manifold T with s boundary components to S such that .A! is a homeomorphism with image 
in S - K on the interior of T and .M = X on each boundary component of T. As singular 
chains, ?A” = sX. Let M = A(T). T may be assumed to be connected, for if 7’ is a con- 
nected component of T with non-trivial boundary, then, restricting to T’. 24 = s’X, so 
that .r’X - 0. Since s was the smallest such integer. s = s’. 
For the rest of the proof, ue cssrntially redo Seifert [8. p. 5731 using Z, instead of Z. 
We may describe C as follows. Let n : C + S be the projection map. Let x be the deck trans- 
formation of X which corresponds to a closed path in S - K having linking number 1 with 
X. z - n-‘(M) consists of p components 3, ss, . . . , xp-‘.? such that n : S’S -+ S - itI is a 
homeomorphism, 0 _< j 5 p - 1. Let 3 be the closure ofs. Let &? be the closureof one corn- 
ponent of n-‘(A(?J), vvhere ?-is the interior of T. Equivalently, A? is the image of a lifting 
of .K to 2. JI : &? -+ 121 is a homeomorphism. fi n xfi = n-‘(K) = g. We may choose $f 
so that s’s = ,ujs u .xj&f u .K~+ ‘A. 
Since (3 u xS u . . . u u’s) n xj+‘s is connected for all j, H,(C; Z,) is generated by . 
the H,(xjg; Z,). Hl(xjS; Z,) can be seen to be generated by H,(xja; Z,) and Hl(xicrfi; Z,) 
as follows. Any element of H,(xjs; Z,,) can be represented as a cycle p in xjs u K. n(b) 
bounds some 2-chain 4, mod p, in S. Lifting 4 to g in x’s, we see that the boundary of (7, 
mod p, consists of fl and a cycle in s’a u sj+‘ji;[. 
Choose a homology basis B = (DC, . . . , pr) for H,(M; Z,). B may be chosen to consist 
of the image of a canonical basis for H,(T; Z) and (s - 1) additional cycles caused by the 
identification under J& of the boundary components of T. Let xj8 represent the corres- 
ponding basis for H,(xjfi; Z,). Then B, .&, . . . , xp-’ B generate H,(C; Z,). We can get the 
homology relations (2.1) by bounding each element x’fli of ~‘8 in xis” as follows. Deform 
,$Bi to make it lie in x’s u r?. Bound n(xjfl,) by q, mod p, in S. Lifting q to x’s, we see that 
xjpi is homologous to a cycle y on xifi u x j+‘fi Moreover, the automorphism of . 
&fi v $+i Ii? which maps xjR to xj”fi and xj+i&? to xjFf maps 7 to -y. Hence 
Xi& - I;=, Yik (xJ& - x j+*pJ. If E is the identity r x r matrix and I = (yik), then 
(2.1) 
E-I- I- 0 . . . 0 
E-I-I-... 0 
0 0 . . . E-r i 
We do not yet know that (2. I) is a complete set of homology relations. However, R is 
equivalent to P’ - (II - E)p 3 rt E, mod p, using the binomial theorem to expand (T - E)P, 
p being a prime. Thus H,(C; Z,) x 0, proving the lemma. 
We shall also need to know the existence of a somewhat similar set of generators and 
relations for H,(I; Z,) when we have a connected compact oriented 2-manifold T with p + I 
boundary components and a simplicial map ,N : T -+ S such that 4 is a homeomorphism 
with image in S - K on the interior of Tand such that ,M = X on one boundary component 
and .& = X’ on the other p boundary components, where X’ is a polygonal knot in S, 
K’ n K = 0. As singular chains, ?,/L = .X + pY’. Let z : Z --f S, itf = ./L(T), x. 3 and 3 
be defined as above. Also, as before. let ,I? be the closure of one component of n-I(./[( ?)‘I or, 
equivalently, the image of a lifting ./? of ,/L to E:. The p boundary components of T where 
,/l = X’ have different images in A, for is ;: is a path in T such that 7 connects different 
boundary components of T and J/(y) is a loop, then J(y) and K have a non-zero linking 
number, mod y. Thus .fT is a homeomorphism. rf n slii = n-‘(K u K’) thus consists of 
p + 1 loops. S’S = ,Yu’S u s’,0 u s , j+ ’ b-$ is a manifold with .I?&? u s j+ ‘63 (U here vve rev’erse 
the orientation of .Yj&’ ) as boundary. 
5 is of the same homotopy type as S - M and we may use Alexander duality [I 1, p. 2961 
to compute H,(S - M; Z,), which thus is of dimension 2g + p, where g is the genus of T. 
Geometrically, we may get a basis for H,(S: Z,) as follows. Let {n,, h,, cj}. I 5 i I g, 
1 _< j I p be a canonical homology basis for F where (n /, h,) form a set of generators for 
the g handles of T and ,t((cj) are circles near K’. Identifying {ai, bi , cj) with their images in 
$, a homology basis for &! u .ulg may be given by (a,, h,, _sni, .ubi. c,, dji where the L/, 
are additional generators for the handles arising from tht- fact that ,6? n .u&? 2 n-‘(K’). 
Moreover, the dj may be chosen so that, as singular chains. rr(xr;, c/,) = 0. A basis for 
H,(S; 2,) may be given by B = (ni - XL~, , 6, - xbi, cj - .rcj, d, + dz + ... + d,,; u here 
1 <i<g, I <j<p-- 1 andxcj=cj+,. Since fi has 29 + p elements vve only have to show 
that B generates H,(S; Z,). A cycle 0 in s’ may be deformed to lie in 3. n(fl) bounds some 
2-chain q, mod p, in S. Lift q to 17 on 3. fl is then homologous to y = q n (&I u _~:a ). 
n(y) = q n M. n(Cj) is homotopic (on M) to K’ for all j SO that y has equal intersection 
numbers with all of the cj . Since rr(xp, i dj) = 0, the sum of the intersection numbers with the 
cjj is 0. 
Finally, C = s u _xs u . . ” y-l’ S. T is connected, so the homology of the s’s 
generates H,(C; Z,). We may obtain a complete set of homology relations by expressing the 
cycles of the (3 u . . u ~‘3) n xyj+‘s’ both in terms of the generators of N,(S; Z,). , 
H,(x’S; 2,) and in terms of the generators of Hr(xj+‘g; Z,). For j <p - 2, only one 
2-chain q in S, as above, will be needed. For j = p - 2, several such c/ may be required. By 
Lemma 2.1, H,(C; Z,) = 0, so the relation matrix is invertible, mod p. 
In view of Lemma 2.1, we can make the following inductive definition of the self- 
winding numbers sn(k,, k, , . . . , k,; 2, 1) mod p. 
Definition 2.1. Let _Y = {P,, _Ypz) : Sr v S’ -+ S be a polygonal link, where S is a 
compact, oriented, triangulated 3-manifold such that H,(S, Z,) z H,(S3, Z,), p a prime 
integer. 
Let stc(O; 2, 1) = L(Y2, Lfi) mod p. If s~(k,, kz , . , k,_,; 2, 1) z 0, mod I_‘, define 
su(kr, k,, . , k,,: 2, 1) mod p, 0 < ki <p as follows. Take the p-fold cyclic branched 
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col.ering X:, of S, branched over L,. Let x be the deck transformation of Lemma 2.1. 9, 
has p liftings {(.Yz; i)], 0 < i <p - 1. (_Pz; 0) is arbitrary, but (Y1; i + 1) = ~$3~: i). 
i((YL ; 0), (zz; k,)) z 0 mod p by induction. Take X:2 , the p-fold branched cyclic covering 
of Z,, branched over (L2: 0). (9:: lit) has p liftings ((9:; k,, i)]. Continue until &. 
sw(k,. kz ) . . , k,; 2, 1) = /((Uz; k,, k,) . . . , k,_,. 0), (YP:;kl, k,, . . . . kn_l, k,)) mod p. 
sw(k,, k, , . ) k,: 2, 1) mod p is independent of the choice of the (A??; k,. kz, . . . , 0). 
sic (k,, . . , k,: 2, 1) mod y is only defined if SN@; 2, 1) -_= src,(k, ; 2, 1) 3 .. . z srv(k,, . . . , 
k,_ 1 : 2, 1) 3 0 mod p. Give the set of continuous maps from SL u S’ to S the compact 
open topology. 
THEOREM 2. I. Let 2’ : S’ v S’ -+ S De ulz rr&trnr): link in S, ct compact, oriented, 
triangulated 3-~~~an$olrl sucll that H,(S; Z,) = H,(S’; Z,), p 0 pritlre integer. Let n be CI 
Ji.ved positice integes. Then there is a ueighborl7oocl U of 2 SIICII that a/l polygonal lid-s in 1;’ 
hare the same m,(k,, kz, . . . , k,; 2, 1) mod p. 
Proof. We obtain such sufficiently close approximations to 9 as follows. Let K, 
represent the given triangulation of S and let i”, represent a triangulation of S’ u S’. If 
T, is a triangulation of S’ u S’ or if K, is a triangulation of S, let SI,(R) be the star of a 
point set R, i.e. the union of all closed simplices meeting R, with respect to r, or K,, 
whichever is appropriate. Inductively define St,“(R) = Rand St,“(R) = St(Stvmml(R)). Let K, 
be a fine enough barycentric subdivision of K,, so that St,‘(&) A St,‘(LI) = 0. Let K, be the 
third barycentric subdivision of K,. If ii’, is a vertex of K, St13(w0) c St,(w,) for some 
vertex 11’~ of K,. 
(*) Take barycentric subdivisions of T, until reaching T, such that if 1‘ is a vertex of T,, 
then ..Y(Stl(~)) c St,(lr.) for some vertex II’ of Kz . 
(**) Take barycentric subdivisions of K, until reaching K, such that if 1~ is a vertex of 
K,, _YM1(St3(w)) c St,(c) for some vertex c of T1. Let K4 be the third barycentric sub- 
division of K, , so that if IL’, is a vertex of KS, St,3(ns,) c St,(,i.,) for some vertex 1~‘~ of K, . 
Continue this process t times, i.e. in (*) replace T, by TV, v = 1,2, . . . , t and K2 by 
K2v+Z and in (**) replace K2 by KZvf2 and Tl by TV+,. t shall be quite large but will depend 
only on p and n. The required neighborhood U of 9 is given by all maps F such that if 
p E S’ u S’ and P is the closure of the open simplex containing 2’(p), F(p) is in the interior 
of StzrtD). 
If 3’ and 9” are two polygonal links in U, then as in [5, Lemma 21, working in coor- 
dinate systems, there is a polygonal homotopy in U between 3’ and 9” which can be 
covered by an ambient isotopy except where the level set 2 of the homotopy has a self- 
intersection. We need only show that for 2 in U, such self-intersections do not change 
sw(k,, k,, . ..) k,; 2, 1) mod p. 
In proving the theorem, we first use (*) and (**) to derive (2.2) below, a condition 011 the 
l- of (2.1). 
We may assume that _@ has only one pair of distinct points s, s’ E S’ u S’ such that 
_@ (s) = _@(s’). 9’(s) u _Y(s’) c St$+,(P(s)). Let II’, be a vertex of K,,,, such that 
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tl’o E St Ili&S)J. st;,+&2ys)) c Stz:+.r(“.o) c St 2r+3(~t.1) for some lertcs )I’, in Kz,+J bq 
(**). 2 - ‘(St 11+3(~t.1)) c Stitl(r,) for some vertex I’, in T,,, by (**I. By (*), _Y(Strrl(r,))~ 
St zf+2(\\.1) for some x’ertex 1t.2 of Kit+?. . k (Sf,+,(r,)) c Sf23,_q(1t’2) c Sflr+l(tl.3) for some 
- vertex I\‘~ of Kzrfl. Let A, = 2 (St,+,(c,)) and C, = St 21+ I( w3). C, is a closed 3-ball whose 
boundary is a 2-sphere. A, is a connected, oriented polygonal arc in C, \\ hich has 27(s) as a 
self-intersection or double point. 
Becoming very inefficient with respect to the use of subdivisions, ae repcat the previous 
argument cvith C, replacing p(s) as follows. Ifp E p-‘(C,), Y(p) 6 St;,_ ,(C,) =Sf23+ ,()L.~) 
c Stz)t(“‘l) c StI[-_l(ll’j)- Y-‘(St 2r_*(ll’j)) c Sr,_,(l.i). Y(Sf,_,(r-,)) c Sf2f_~(11’~). 
_@(St,_,(r,)) c Stz),_z(~~.6) c Sr2r_,(n.,). Let AZ = 2 (So,_,) and Cz = St,,-,(wj). 
Cz is a closed 3-ball whose boundary is a 2-sphere. A z is a connected polygonal arc in Cz 
such that AZ =) C, n L. 
C, is contained in the interior of Cl, as may be seen as follo\\s. g(s) c C, = Stzr+l(~t.J 
so that II’~ 6 Stzr+l($‘(s)). C, c St’ zr+,(k(s>). g(s) E SI~~-~(N.~). Hence Cz = St1,_3(1~.7)~ 
St2,_2(~~.6) has C, in its interior. 
Repeat the argument of the previous paragraph 1’ times. C, = .SI~,._~~+~(~~~,~_,). Let 
I = 2L - 2, so c, = Sf,(l\.,,_,). c, n L # 0, SO C, c St,‘(L). But C, is connected. Hence 
either C, c St,‘(L,) or C, c St,‘(Lz), which correspond respectively to the self-intersection 
of t occurring in z, or & Since zc Sl,‘(L), in the first case C, A l2 = 0. In the second 
case, C, n L, -I 0. 
We shall first prove the theorem for C, n L2, = 0. The second case is really a special 
case of the first. 
For the rest of the proof, we shall abuse our notation regarding 2, which heretofore 
was a level set of the homotopy which had a self-intersection point. We are really interested 
in the level sets just before and just after 3 and these level sets are links which we shall also 
denote by 2. 
We shall now construct a 2-manifold T and map J% : T-+ S as in Lemma 2.1 with 
Z,M = s 8,, where s is the smallest integer such that s_.YiD, is homologous to 0. In C,, connect 
the various components of C, n z, 1 ‘4, by oriented arcs ;‘I on SC,, the topological 
boundary of C,, to form a knot R. i? is spanned by a connected, oriented 2-manifold M, 
with M, c C,. In C2, connect the various components of C, n 2 =) A2 by oriented arcs yz 
on ZCz so that yz u (Cl n i: I> is a knot. -7, u [(Cz - C,) n L,] u y2 is a link that bounds 
an oriented 2-manifold Ml in C1 - 6’, In C, , connect the components of C, n z, 2 A, by 
arcs ‘/3 on SC,. Span -yz u [(C, - C2) n E,] ~1’ ,3 by M, . Continue until C, . yc u (C, n L ,) 
is homologous to 0. Since ~9’~ is homologous to 0, s( -yd u (L, - (C, n L,))) is homo- 
logous to 0 in S - C,. Thus we may bound SE I by M, the union of s copies of Ui= 1 Mi 
lying just above each other and an additional 2-manifold M!+ L lying in S - C?, . We shall use 
the Ci to obtain a useful homology basis for M. 
Each A, = US= 1 Mi has a connected boundary which has A, as a subset. First 
choose a canonical homology basis (a,, b,, . . . , ai,, bi,) for M, =@,. Let {a,, b,) denote 
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ia,* bl, . . . Y fzil> bj,). :1f2 is joined to A, along ‘Jo, a subset of X, = ?A, - A,. X1 is con- 
nected. Take a narrow contractible neighborhood Y, of X, in M,. Let {a?, g2> be a canoni- 
cal basis for MZ u I-,. Then {ci,. 6,, iiZ, b2) is a canonical basis for Al i\/i, is joined to 
,c^ 1 along yl, a subset of X1 = c&fz - A?. Take a contractible neighborhood YZ of X2 in 
M1. B’e may choose Y2 c C, - C,. Let (ci,, 6,] be a canonical basis for M, u YZ . In 
general, having a basis {a,, hI, . . , A,, hq)i for I\;‘~, we can get a homology basis for fi,+, 
by adding {34+1, 6,,,) with the elements of Z4+1 and 6,+, lying in C,,, - C,_,. For M, 
we take s copies of {ril, 6,, . , ii,, 6,}, denoted {gl, bl, . . . , Tic, 6,], and adjoin additional 
cycles for MC+, v sY,. The adjoined cycles (C) will all lie in S - C,_,. 
As in Lemma 2.1, we get a homology relation matrix for ‘iI, the p-fold branched 
covering of S, branched over L, by bounding the 
7T(sj(,_l, 6,, . .) i i i/, 6, &}) = {iil, 6,, . . . , ii(, 6,, Cl 
by 2-chains 4 lying in S. However, we may choose the bounding chains q for {Oi, 6,) to lie 
in Ci - Ci_2 and hence the relation will involve only {~i_l,di_,,iii,6i,6i+1,6i+I). We may 
bound the {T] in S--C,_, so these relations involve only {a,, hI, Zj. Thus I- in (2.1) has 
the following form, 
A,,A,,O 0 0 **.o 0 0 
A A,, 21 A,? 
1: ; $2 ;33 
0 0 ..*o 0 0 
(2.2) r ;,I 0 . ..o 0 0 = 
AA5 ... 43 J4 0 0 0 : :: . . : b b 6 0 6 (ji * LC1.l Ar+,,l+l 1 
where the Aii are square matrices, possibly of different sizes, and Aij = 0 if Ii -il > 1. 
We now examine what happens to I- when we go through a double point (self-intersec- 
tion) in our homotopy. This interchanges an underpass and an overpass in C,. Thus if It/, 
is a Seifert surface, so that interchanging an underpass does not change the topological 
nature of ill,, we have changed only entries in A,,, A,, , AZ1 and AZ?. In fact, since the 
entries are determined by the intersection numbers of the q with the {a,, 6i}, we have 
changed only entries in A, 1. 
To compute st~(k,; 2, 1) mod p, we may bound (p 2; 0) by a 2-chain, mod p, in C, 
and then algebraically count the number of intersections of (2 Z ; k,) with this 2-chain. First 
represent (P 2 ; 0) as a sum of cycles, each of which lies in one of the xjS. zZ n M c 
M c+l and Ml+, u Y, is connected so that the cycles summing to (2 ?; 0) may be chosen to 
lie in 11-l (S - CL_,). Bounding these cycles in S - CJ_l, we get that they are homo- 
logous to combinations of the (fit, 60 and {E}. Thus it suffices to bound the elements of 
{EC, 6,) and (2) independently of the self-intersection. We shall use linear combinations of 
the rows of (2.1). 
Modp, R-’ = (A,& 1 < u, /I <p, the “classical adjoint”, where A,, is the matrix 
cofactor of the 3, /Ith block in R. Thus AaS is a product of p - 1 factors, each of which is 
either +r or k(E - r). II and E - I- have the form of (2.2). We can write A,, =(Bi,,) 
where Eijzir occupies the same position in (2.2) ;IS does .+lij. The BY_ !,j and BY, i, for all Y 
and /?, determine which linear combinations of the TOWS of R will yield bounding ‘-chains 
for the {t) and {nl, 6,;. Thus we only have to observe that for i suitably large, an estimate 
on matrices of the form (2.2) Lvhich is independent of 9, a change in .4,, in r does not 
change any Br+l,j or Br, j. We note that since Bij = 0 for ji -jj > p - 1, the bounding 
cycle for (2:; 0) will in fact lie in n-‘(S - C,,) with f’ = f -p - I. 
To prove the theorem for SIP (k,, k2 ; 2, 1) we must go to X2, the p-fold branched cover- 
ing of Ii . branched over (L 2 ; 0). If’e have shown in the previous paragraph that (kl; 0) - 0 
in H,(Z, - n-‘(C,,): 2,) where ;: : EL -+ S is the projection map and /’ may be chosen 
indepzndrntly of Y. Thus in Z, - pi - ‘(C,,), (PI ; 0) is an integral cycle which, mod p, is the 
boundary of an integral 2-chain I’. 2,. - (2,; 0) is an integral cycle homologous to pjY’ for 
some polygonal knot 3’. Span (E1; 0) -pK’ by M’, the image of T’, a compact oriented 
2-manifold with p + I boundary components and apply the discussion following the proof 
of Lemma 2. I. Let rr’ : El --+ XI be the projection map with s’ the usual deck transformation 
for the covering map E’. H,(C2; 2,) is generated by certain cycles lying in the (_$)‘A u 
(,u’)j+’ I$?‘. A typical relation is obtained by taking a cycle ;’ in (EL u . u sjc,) n xj+‘tl. a 
subset of (n’)-‘(M), and bounding rt’(y) by a 2-chain 4’ in Z,. zn(q’) c S - C,, , so repeating 
the argument of the previous paragraph (with e’ replacing &), for large C’ we see that (I’ may 
be chosen independently of the self-intersection and lying in n-‘(S - C,,,), &” independent 
of ..I?. Thus the relation corresponding to 7 may be chosen independently of the self-inter- 
section. (E2; I;,, 0), a subset of (n’)-‘(rc-‘(S - Co), may then be bounded, independently of 
the self-intersection, by a 2-chain lying in (n’)-‘(n-‘(S - C,,,)). Hence ~\r(k,, kl; 2, I) modp 
for _@ is independent of the self-intersection. 
We may argue similarly until reaching su(k,, k2, . . . , k,: 2, 1) modp. 
We can now consider the case where the self-intersection occurs in El. For slc(k, ; 2, I), 
in C, we have p intersection points among the {(L,; i)]. However, since C, is simply- 
connected, n-‘(C,) hasp components. C, contains A,, an arc of L1 whose endpoints are the 
double point, so each of the p intersection points is a self-intersection of a (L2; i). 
s~tfk, ; 2, 1) G d((g’,; 0), (8,; k,)) mod p is thus independent of the self-intersection. 
sli(k,, k-,; 2, 1) for (gl, _??) equals s~‘(k~. , 2, !> for ((8?; O), (@?; k,)). Since the 
double point in the branch locw (tz ; 0) and the double points among the {(gp2 ; ki, i)> may 
be considered separately, a self-intersection for 8, just changes S to I,, 8, to (_!??; 0) and 
g”z to (p2; k,) in the above argument. For the branch locus (L,; 0), the component of 
n-‘(Ci) meeting (L5?: 0) serves as the new Ci. Similarly for the (zz; ki, i). 
We may argue similarly until reaching m(k,, kz , . . , k2 ; 2, 1) mod p. 
In view of Theorem 2.1, we may extend Definition 2.1 to arbitrary links as follows, 
Definition 2.2. Let 9 = {P,, PI} : S’ u S’ --+S be an arbitrary link, where S is a 
compact, oriented, triangulated 3-manifold such that H,(S, 2,) z H,(S3, Z,), p a prime 
integer.LetS~~.(0;2,1)=t(~~,~~)modp.Ifs~c~(k,,kZ,...,k,_l;2,1)~Omodpfor~, 
let src(k,, k2, . . . , k,; 2, 1) modp, 0 < k, < p, be the common value of m(k,, k2,. . . , k,; 2, 1) 
mod p for all polygonal links which lie in the neighborhood U of Y in Theorem 2.1. 
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THEOREM 2.2. slt,(P,, k, . , k,; 2.1) mod p is an isotopy inrnrianr. 
Proo,6 If 9” is isotopic to 9” via an isotopy G : u St x [O, 1] -+ S, then we may use 
compactness to find a finite number of fi, 0 = t, < t, < tl < ... < t, = 1 such that 
5W(X-,. k? . . . k,: 2, 1) mod p for 9’; and for Yri+ I are equal by Theorem 2.1. 
Renrnrk. U’ith links with more than two components, one has much more choice as to 
branch loci and for which Wings to take linking numbers. Thus there are additional isotopy 
invariants. 
$3. F-ISOTOPY 
In the previous section we were forced to do everything module p in order to define 
linking numbers. When S is the 3-sphere, we can let C be the m-fold cyclic covering with m 
arbitrary. Tf we replace the equivalence relation of isotopy by F-isotopy, as introduced by Fox 
[3, p. 6461 (see below for a definition), we can insure that the property (P?, 0) - 0 in H,(C; 2) 
is preserved. This allows us to define integral linking numbers, as below. These are F-isotopy 
invariants. The proof for this result also shows that SW’ mod p is an F-isotopy invariant. 
Let K be the image of a tame knot X in an oriented triangulated 3-manifold C such 
that X - 0 in H,(Z; 2). Let 7 be a small cycle in some coordinate patch which has linking 
number + I with a segment of K. Let p : H,(C - K; 2) ---f H,(C; 2) be the inclusion homo- 
morphism. We assert that 7 generates ker p, which is isomorphic to 2. Let Y be a tabular 
neighborhood of K. By excision, H1(X, z - K; Z) z H,( V, V - K; Z) z Z and the image 
of the generator of H,(C, C - K; 2) is 7. Thus we need only show that sy is not homologous 
to 0 in Z - K for any non-zero integers. Otherwise sy would bound an oriented 2-chain R in 
C - K. K bounds an oriented 2-manifold R’ in X. y intersects R’ once while K does not 
intersect R, an impossibility. 
Defirlition 3.1. Let X - 0 in H,(X; Z) w h ere X is a tame knot in the oriented triangu- 
lated 3-manifold C. Let y generate the kernel of the inclusion map p : H,(C - K; Z) -+ 
H,(E; Z). If X’ is a cycle in H,(C - K; Z) such that p(X’) = 0, then 9’ - d(.%, .X’)y in 
H,(C - K; Z) for a unique integer C(X, X’), the linking number of X and 9’. 
By bounding both X and X’ by 2-manifolds, we see that E(Y, X’) = &(X’, XT) where 
X and A’“’ are both tame knots. Thus, t(.K, .I%?‘) is invariant under homotopies for which 
X and z’ never intersect, for using compactness and approximating paths by tame knots, 
\se may move .Y and A?’ one at a time. e(X, %‘) is clearly invariant under homotopies of 
x”. 
Suppose Y is a tame iink with two components, 9, and _Yz, and with an integral 
homology 3-sphere S as the range of 9. Take the m-fold branched cyclic cover C, branched 
over L,. 
Let x be the deck transformation of C which corresponds to a closed path in S - L, 
having linking number + 1 with L,. If n divides d(P,, Y2), Pl has m different liftings 
{(_Yz;j)}, 0 I j < m - 1 to IS. (PI; 0) is arbitrary but (~7~; i + 1) = x(Y2;i). If(P1;j) - 0 
in H,(I; Z), then we may define s~([m], j; 2, 1) as J((Yp2; 0), (Pz;j)). To get additional 
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canonical branched coverings of 1, we must restrict ourselves to the case where m is a prime 
and we take only m-fold coverings. As in Definition 2.1, SLL.([~], k , k,, . . . , k,; 2, 1) = 
Q(pz ; k,, k, , . . . . k,_l, 0), (Y2; k,, kz, . . . . k,_l, k,)) provided that 
Mpl, k,, k, , . . . , k,_,; 2, 1) z Omod p 
and (9’P1;k,r..., k,) - 0 in H,(X,; 2). For p a prime, we only require that S be a modp 
homology 3-sphere. 
Definition 3.2. Y’ arises from -9’ by a simple F-isotopy f on the ith component if there is 
an orientation preserving homeomorphismf : S --f S and an open solid torus V c S - (L -LJ 
such thatf(Lj) = Lj’ forj # i and either: 
(i) Li is a core of Y and Li’ has winding number 1 in f( V), or 
(ii) Li’ is a core off(V) and Li has winding number 1 in V. 
In (i), f( V) need not be a regular neighborhood of Li’. Similarly for (ii). 
We wish to show that ~11’ is well defined and invariant under F-isotopy. 
Under a simple F-isotopy, let T be the boundary of V. Let Vi represent a component of 
the inverse image of V in Xi, the ilh branched covering used in defining 
NIPI, k,, k, , . . . , k; 2, 1). 
Let Ti be the boundary of Vi. Let y be a meridian of T, so that y - 0 in H,( V; Z). Let yi be a 
component of the inverse image of y in Ci. yi c Ti . We shall see that yi may be chosen as a 
meridian for Ti. 
LEMMA 3.1. Both before and after a simple F-isotopy, yi - 0 in H,( F::; 2). For p a 
prime, H,( v, ; Z,) z Z, and is generafed by mi . 
Proof. In V bound y by a disc D. Taking the inverse image in C, and considering sep- 
arately the two cases V 2 L, and V 3 L, , we see that y1 = dD,, where D, is the appropriate 
component of the inverse image of D. Hence for arbitrary m, y, - 0 in Hl( VI ; Z). 
We may thus assume m is the prime p. 
In general if Ti is a 2-torus in C, , an oriented mod p homology 3-sphere, and yr and m, 
are respectively a meridian and a longitude for T,, by Alexander duality, C, - Ti has two 
components, Vi and r, - vi. Let yij and yiG denote curves just below and just above yI_ 
Define mij and mis similarly. In C, , Qmi , rib) and 6’(mi, yr’) differ by 1 mod p. Hence, say 
l(mi, yi5) $ 0 mod p so yis is not trivial in HI@,, - vi; Z,). Then also d(m,j, yi) $ Omodp 
and mii is not trivia1 in Hl( Vi; Z,). Again by Alexander duality, H,(E, - T,; 2,) z Z, $ Z, 
so that mib generates H,(V,; Z,) sz Z,. Also, a cycle c in Vi is trivial in H,(V,; Z,) if and 
only if Qc, ri) z 0 mod p. 
Now return to the problem at hand. We need to show that yi can always be chosen as a 
meridian for Ti and yi - 0 in H,( Fi; Z). In p, bound y by a disc D. Q, Li) E I modp both 
before and after the simple F-isotopy. Let x1 : 1, ---f S. If Z, is branched over L,, letting 
D, = n-‘(D), y1 = x-‘(y) = aD,. D, and rr;‘(Li) meet in points corresponding to the 
intersection of D and Li so f(y,, rc;‘(Li)) 1 z modp. Now suppose that X1 is branched over 
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the other component Lj of the link. All cycles on D have linking numbers with ;I which are 
con,@-uent o 0 mod p (move y and D in the direction of a meridian). Hence cycles on D are 
trivial in HI( F; 2,) and thus in H,(C, - Lj; 2,). Then n-‘(D) has p different components 
and y1 = aD,, where D, is the appropriate component of n-‘(D). Hence again yL - 0 in 
HI(VI; Z) and yi may be chosen as a meridian. Also, counting the points of intersection 
of Dr with (Lj; k), L(yr, (Lj; k)) 3 1 mod p. We now argue similarly for in? : X2 + C,, 
7I3 . -X3+&,.*. until reaching Z, , 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 2 : S ’ u S i -+ S be a tame link LrYth S a compact, oriented, triangula- 
ted 3-manifoldsuch that H,(S; Z) E H,(S’ ; 2) if m is arbitrary and H,(S; Z,) z H,(S 3 ; Z,) 
ifm is the prime p. Ifsll([m], k,, kz , . . . , k,; 2, 1) is definedfor 9, then 
sw([m], k,, k,, . . . , k,,; 2, 1) 
is de&ted and equal for all tame links F-isotopic to 9. 
Proof Let rr : X,, + S and 71’ : C,’ -+ S be the projection maps for 9’ and Y, where 9’ 
is F-isotopic to 9’. A simple F-isotopy for -49, does not change the homotopy class of _Y2 in 
S. Any change in C, may be regarded as coming from a simple F-isotopy on an 9, with one 
less covering space. Thus it suffices to look at simple F-isotopies of _Yi. 
In X,, look at the following part of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, 
H,(x-‘(T);Z)% H,(n-‘(V);Z)@ H,(C, - n-‘(Y);Z)-B+ H1(E:,;Z) 
C, - x-‘(V) and E:,’ - (n’)- ‘(f(Y)) are naturally isomorphic. 
P(O,(~*;kl,k2,...rk,-l,O)=O 
by assumption. The first component of a(m,) has a non-zero image in H,( V, Z) and hence 
is non-zero. Thus (_!Yy; k,, k,, . . . , k.-l, 0) - Xr,y,,, for some {rJ in HI@:, - x-‘(Y); Z) 
and hence in H,(C,’ - (n’)-‘(f(V)); Z). But yn, c - 0 in H,( Fn’; Z) by Lemma 3.1. Thus 
Y,(k,. k,, . . . , k,_l, 0) - 0 in HI&‘; Z). 
Similarly, to show the invariance of ~113, we look at the following Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence :
H,(n-‘(T);Z)%Hl(n-‘(7) ;Z)@ H,(E., - (L?(k,, . . . . k,_l, 0)) - n-‘(V);Z) 
J-, H,(% - (L,(k,, . . . , k-1,0>>; Z). 
If 0 is a small loop around L,(k,, . . . , k,_, , 0) with linking number 1, then 
P(O,8&,, . . 1, k, _ l,k,) - SW * a) = 0 by the definition ofsbv. As before, Y2(k,, , k, _ , , k,) 
- SW’Q - cr, Y,,,~ and y.,t - 0 in H,(E; Z). 
$4. DISCUSSION AND EXAMPLES 
The computation of sw(kl, k, , . . . , k, ; 2, 1) modp is perhaps easiest when .Y,, (9, ; 0). 
(44,; k,, 0), . . . , i.e. the branch loci, are all trivial knots. Then C is just the 3-sphere and one 
can easily draw the liftings. If the linking numbers are also zero, there is little point in 
distinguishing among the various primes. If the branch loci are non-trivial, different primes 
yield different information, see (4.2) below. 
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Togetalinkwithsn(l,l,..., 1;1,2)zlmodp,p>2, where I, l,..., ldenotesm 
l’s, we may use Milnor’s example [6, Fig. 1, p. 3011 for ,ii(l . . . 1122) = (- 1)” as drawn in 
(4.1). ,ii is of type [2m, 21. 
( I! (2) 
(3) 
(4 II ‘, cl--g7~~~ . . 
. . _ 
(m) 
L, 
a 
3 
FIG. 1. 
In (4.1), d(L?r, _PZ) = 0. I1 NN S3. (9,; 0) is not trivial but there is an isotopy of the 
link ((Y”, ; 0), (lip1 ; 1)) which makes (9, ; 0) trivial. The new link is the same as Y except 
that (.Yr ; 1) has one less loop than _P’r. 
As with Miinor’s p-invariants, sup almost certainly does not establish the triviality of a 
link. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A? = {YI, _Yip2} be a tame link in S3 such char there exist disjoint 
oriented 2manifolds M, and M, with L, = aM, and L2 = aM, . Then SW z 0 mod p for aN 
primes p and all {ki}. 
Proof. We may use M, to construct XI:,. M, lifts to p disjoint copies. Use the first to 
construct C, , and so on. Since different liftings always bound disjoint 2-manifolds, the 
linking numbers are always 0. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If X is a tame knot and 9 is the tame link consisting of two parallels 
to X Jsith linking number 0, then for 9, SW z 0 mod p for all primes p and all {ki). 
Proof If K bounds M, another copy of M, just above the first copy, will bound a knot 
parallel to 3y and having linking number 0 with X. 
Thus Milnor’s example [6, Fig. 2, p. 3011 also has all SW = 0. 
To what extent does SW depend on the choice of p, in particular if the linking numbers 
are zero? 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let Y be a tame link in S3 such that .Y2 is homotopically tricial in 
S3 - L, and therefore L(YI, 9,) = 0. Then lim sw(k,; 2, 1) mod p exists for all k, and 
P-a 
lim lim sw(k, ; 2, 1) mod p = 0. 
L,-co p-m 
Remark. Since (_YZ ; 0) is homotopically trivial in C,, sw(k, ; 2, 1) is actually a well 
defined integer, sw(b], k, ; 2, 1) from Section 3. For the purposes of this theorem, we let 
SW mod p be the integer between 4(-p + 2) and &I + 1) which belongs to the same con- 
gruence class. 
Proof. Bound L, by an oriented 2-manifold, take a countable number of copies of 
S 3 - L, cut at M, and form the infinite cyclic covering space 2. (Yip, ; 0) is contractible in 2 
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since .CY2 is contractible in S3 - L,. By compactness, (Yp2; 0) can be contracted in only a 
finite number r of copies of S3 -L, and hence will bound an 111~ in a finite number of 
copies of S 3 - L,. M, may also be considered as embedded in C, for large p. Also, (Yz ; k,) 
may be lifted in 2 and for large p, the lifting may be thought of as part of Xr. Thus the inter- 
section of (L,; k,) with M, is independent of p for large p. For large k,, (.!Yz; k,) will lie 
outside the r copies of S3 - L, and SIL.(/C~; 2, 1) will be 0. 
In example (4.2) below, lim s~(l ; 2, 1) mod p will not exist, showing that under 
isotopy .Yz is never contractilIlemin S’ -L,. Thus _Y’r is never the trivial knot. Smythe 
[9, pp. 23-241 has a similar example for F-isotopy. The actual computation of SII.( 1 ; 2, 1) is 
quite straightforward, using the inverse matrix for (2.1) and the method described in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1. 
(4 21 
FIG. 2. 
sw(l;2, 1)~ 1 modpforpr 1 mod 6andskc(l;2, 1) 50 modpforp=5mod 6. By 
Dirichlet’s theorem [4, Satz 155, p. 961, there are an infinite number of primes which are 
E 1 .mod 6 and an infinite number of primes which are =_ 5 mod 6. 
Since Y, is contractible in S 3 - L, , it follows from Proposition 4.3 that s~(k, ; 2, 1) f 
sw(Ic2; 1,2) in general. 
Let us compare the link .Y of (4.2) with the link Y of (4.3). 
S3 - L and S3 - L' are homeomorphic [l 1, Theorem, 1, p. 651. Moreover the home- 
omorphism maps the canonical generators (the meridians) for the homology of S3 - L 
onto cycles homologous to the corresponding meridians of 49’. Thus Y and Y have the 
same Alexander polynomial [ 1, pp. 123-l 3 11. (4.3 ) is (4.1) with m = 1. 
Thus for both Y and 8’, ,G[l122] = - 1, when we orient Y and Y’ so as to agree 
with Milnor’s orientation [7, p. 1001. For both links, p[l212] = 2 [6, p. 3001. Any ji-invari- 
ant involving more than four indices is either 0 or defined modulo fi[l122]. Hence all the 
j&invariants coincide for .Y and 8’. By Proposition 4.3, or an easy calculation, we see that 
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s\t.( 1; 2, I) is different for .Y and 9’ for some primes (e.g. p = 5) and thus Y and 8’ are 
not isotopic (or F-isotopic). 
As observed by Smythe, (4.2) and (4.3) have non-equivalent h(S, T) polynomials 
[lo, p. 7001. 
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